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Men perform a traditional ceremony under the ‘Third Bridge’, next to the Niger river, in Bamako. — AFP photos A man cuts out the skin of a slaughtered sheep during a sacrifice on the bank of the Niger river, under the ‘Third Bridge’, in
Bamako.

Completing “puzzle-work” of a smashed glass beaker at the Archaeological Museum.

At a nature reserve in southern
Spain, four baby Iberian lynxes
sleep peacefully beside their moth-

er, part of a captive breeding program that
has brought the species back from the
brink of extinction. The El Acebuche
breeding centre at the Donana National
Park, home to one of Europe’s largest
wetlands, is one of five breeding sites set
up in the 2000s to boost their numbers in
the wild. Four are in Spain and one in
Portugal. Slightly larger than a red fox, the
Iberian lynx is distinguished by a white-
and-black beard and black ear tufts.

There were around 100,000 of them in
the two nations at start of the 20th centu-
ry, but urban development, hunting and
road kill all took their toll. Most damaging
of all however was a dramatic decline in
the numbers of wild rabbits, their main
prey, due to disease. By 2002, the wild
cat’s numbers had plummeted to fewer
than 100. That prompted warnings from
the WWF that the Iberian lynx-found only
in Spain and Portugal-risked becoming
the first big cat to fall into extinction since
the sabre-tooth tiger died out 10,000
years ago.

The authorities and conservation
groups have managed to reverse the
trend by fighting poaching, reintroducing
rabbits into the wild and-most important of
all-through the breeding program. By the
end of last year there were just over 1,100
Iberian lynxes living in the two countries,

most of them in Spain’s southern region
of Andalusia. The conservation program
has also reintroduced captive-bred ani-
mals across southern and central Spain in
the regions of Castilla-La Mancha,
Extremadura and Murcia-as well as in
Portugal.

Lynx ‘factories’ 
“We are very pleased and surprised

by the results,” the coordinator of the El
Acebuche breeding centre, Antonio
Rivas, told AFP. The five breeding cen-
ters have managed to become “lynx-pro-
ducing factories”, he said. The lynxes live
and breed in a large, enclosed park that
recreates their natural habitat. Their
caretakers try to disturb them as little as
possible to prevent the animals from get-
ting used to the presence of humans.
These days, the main cause of death for
wild lynxes is related to human activities
such as poaching, said Rivas: “So the
less interaction they have with humans,
the better it will be.”

The lynxes live off a diet of live rabbits,
which staff place in a box that only opens
several hours later. That delay prevents
the lynx from associating the presence of
the rabbits with humans, said caretaker
Antonio Pardo. He and all the other staff
members wear face masks at all times
because the lynxes, like other feline
species, can catch COVID-19. A system
of cameras and microphones help staff

monitor the animals around the clock to
study their behavior. Sitting in front of a
wall of screens, Blanca Rodriguez points
to one showing Nota and her litter: Sismo,
Sicilia, Senegal and Susurro. “It’s nap
time, we’re going to see them rest,” she
said.

‘Freedom!’ 
In March 2005, El Acebuche recorded

its first births of Iberian lynxes in captivity-
three cubs, two of which survived. The
first litters remained in captivity for sever-
al years until they reached breeding age,
so as to avoid having to capture more
felines in the wild. But since 2011 the
breeding centers have released just over
300 lynxes. When they are about one
year old the lynxes are tagged with a
GPS tracker and taken to their natural
habitat “where we open the cage and...
freedom!” said Rivas. Eighty-five percent
of Iberian lynxes born in captivity are
released into the wild.

About 70 percent of them survive and
each female lynx has up to six kittens per
year. Despite these encouraging results
however, the International Union for
Conservation of Nature still lists the ani-
mal as “endangered”. The WWF esti-
mates the species will be out of danger
only when its population surpasses 3,000,
including 750 breeding females.  —AFP

“There are evil spirits down there.
They take people and their
motorbikes and suck them into

the river.” Boucary Sagara is quite defi-
nite. He would prefer to make a lengthy
detour rather than cross one of the three
bridges that span the Niger River at
Bamako. In Mali, the structure is known
as the “third bridge” or the “Chinese
bridge”-it is the capital’s third and most
recent crossing of the great river, built and
financed by a Chinese company 11 years
ago. An old popular and animist belief
holds that water djinns-supernatural crea-
tures who can be benevolent or mali-
cious-have always gathered at this pre-
cise spot, Souta Dounou, one of the holy
places that line the river.

For worshippers, the djinns are still
there, lurking beneath the imposing con-
crete span, 1,600 meters (5,250 feet)
long. While the place is sacred to believ-
ers, to others it is a place of malevolence.
Like many Bamako inhabitants, Sagara
prefers to go half an hour out of his way
and take another bridge rather than
approach this “non-Muslim place.”
However, the banks under the “Chinese
bridge” are far from deserted.

In the dry season, black sandstone
rocks smoothed by strong currents poke
up above the water level. They are turned
red almost every day by the blood of ani-

mals sacrificed there: goats, chickens,
sheep and sometimes oxen. Snagged
plastic bags dot the few shrubs. The
annual rains, which began in early June,
will wash all this away.

‘Bad spells’ 
Many people find good reason to come

to Souta Dounou, asking the djinns for

help solving family, work or relationship
problems. Some simply need a morale
boost. For more than 20 years, Assa
Camara, in her 50s, has performed a ritu-
al. “I had a dream, I saw the djinn, he told
me to come and make the sacrifices,” she
told AFP, sitting on a stone under the
bridge and wearing an immaculate dress
adorned with a talisman. That same

morning, a woman came to give her offer-
ings including two chickens, three eggs,
two cigarettes and milk. She asked
Camara to intercede with the spirits.

Many leave with the meat of the animal
they have sacrificed. Thiam Diarra said he
had come because he was the victim of a
curse. From a small stone bridge dating to
French colonial times that survives under
the Chinese bridge, Diarra emptied a bag
of medicines into the water as a gift to the
river and the djinns. “This is to ward off
bad spells that a marabout (witch doctor)
has cast on me at someone’s request,” he
says. Diarra, wearing a smart shirt and
tight trousers, left quickly on his scooter to
pursue his trade as a shopkeeper with a
long working day. “If the third bridge is
one of those sacred places where (people
believe) djinns might live, drownings at
this part of the river have certainly ampli-
fied the phenomenon,” says anthropolo-
gist Salia Male.

‘A classic phenomenon’ 
Believers present these drownings, as

well as suicides - which are generally rare
in Malian society - as “proof” of the exis-
tence of the djinns, together with traffic
accidents in the immediate vicinity of the
bridge. Some claim to have seen a siren,
others speak of a submerged village, or
the immense hand of a djinn that snatch-

es motorbike riders down under the water
to their doom. “This is just a myth. The
reality was brought to light when the
Chinese built the bridge,” says Belco
Ouologem, director of the Confucius
Institute in Bamako, who also served as
translator for Chinese company CGGC
during construction.

“The company made studies in the riv-
er with a robot device. They discovered
the presence of a large hole leading down
to a water table. The hole makes a
whirlpool and sucks down what falls into
it,” he adds. “It is a classic phenomenon.”
Large signs were displayed during the
construction of the bridge to explain the
geology of the site. Chinese engineers
“have built bridges over the sea-it’s not
Malian djinns who are going to stop
them,” Oulogem quips. “The Chinese are
like everyone else, they made sacrifices
in order to build their bridge!” counters
Aliou Diarra, a spare-parts trader who
comes every two weeks to make a sacri-
fice. “It cannot be explained, that’s how it
is,” he said. “We must not stir things up
too much, otherwise the djinns will get
angry.”— AFP 

British Museum
to restore objects
damaged in
Beirut blast

The British Museum will restore eight
ancient glass artefacts damaged in
last year’s Beirut port explosion, the

London cultural institution announced on
Tuesday. The glass vessels were shat-
tered after 2,750 tons of ammonium
nitrate stored in Beirut’s port caused a
blast that devastated the city on August 4,
2020. Workers will piece together hun-
dreds of glass fragments at the British
Museum’s conservation laboratories in
London with funding from The European
Fine Art Foundation (TEFAF).

“These objects hold immense histori-
cal, artistic and cultural significance. Their
return to their rightful form is a powerful
symbol of healing and resilience after dis-

aster,” said TEFAF chairman Hidde van
Seggelen. The artefacts were held in a
case displaying 74 Roman, Byzantine and
Islamic-era glass vessels in the American
University of Beirut’s Archaeological
Museum, located 3.2 kilometers (two
miles) from the blast. The explosion
caused them to shatter into hundreds of
pieces, which were mixed with broken
glass from cabinets and windows.

Only 15 vessels were deemed sal-
vageable and eight safe to travel to
London for restoration. Sandra Smith,
head of collection care at the British
Museum, explained that glass reconstruc-
tion is a “delicate process” as shards
move out of shape and have to be drawn
back under tension. The vessels, dating
back to the first century BC, document the
evolution of glass-production technology
in Lebanon, with two thought to have
been imported from Syria or Egypt.

The works will temporarily go on dis-
play at the British Museum before return-
ing to Beirut. Director Hartwig Fischer said
the British Museum’s “expertise and
resources” would allow the artefacts to be
saved and “enjoyed in Lebanon for many
more years to come”. —AFP

People sit on the bank of the Niger river. People sacrifice a sheep during a traditional ceremony next to the ‘Third Bridge’ in
Bamako.

This picture shows swallows flying under the ‘Third Bridge’, over the Niger river.

This aerial view taken in Bamako shows the Niger river and the ‘Third Bridge’ connecting the dis-
tricts of Sotuba and Missabougou. 


